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Abstract: In this study, we developed and tested a high-precision motion trajectory tracking controller of a pneumatic cylinder
driven by four costless on/off solenoid valves rather than by a proportional directional control valve. The relationship between the
pulse width modulation (PWM) of a signal’s duty cycle and control law was determined experimentally, and a mathematical model
of the whole system established. Owing to unknown disturbances and unmodeled dynamics, there are considerable uncertain
nonlinearities and parametric uncertainties in this pneumatic system. A modified direct adaptive robust controller (DARC) was
constructed to cope with these issues. The controller employs a gradient type adaptation law based on discontinuous projection
mapping to guarantee that estimated unknown model parameters stay within a known bounded region, and uses a deterministic
robust control strategy to weaken the effects of unmodeled dynamics, disturbances, and parameter estimation errors. By using
discontinuous projection mapping, the parameter adaptation law and the robust control law can be synthesized separately. A
recursive backstepping technology is applied to account for unmatched model uncertainties. Kalman filters were designed separately to estimate the motion states and the derivative of the intermediate control law in synthesizing the deterministic robust
control law. Experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
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1 Introduction
Pneumatic actuators are common in industrial
applications because of their high power-to-mass
ratio, low cost, clean operation, and easy maintenance
(Aziz and Bone, 1998). Although highly nonlinear
dynamics and many model uncertainties are caused
by gas compressibility, flow characteristics, and friction characteristics in a pneumatic system, the realization of a high-accuracy trajectory tracking is possible through technical improvement.
In the field of servo control of pneumatic cylinders, conventional linear controllers (Brun et al.,
1999) and modified conventional linear controllers
(Richard and Scavarda, 1996; van Varseveld and
© Zhejiang University and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014

Bone, 1997; Wang et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002;
Schulte and Hahn, 2004; Situm et al., 2004; Xiang
and Wikander, 2004; Ahn and Yokota, 2005) have
mostly been used. In recent years, nonlinear controls,
such as adaptive control (Richardson et al., 2001),
sliding mode control (Ning and Bone, 2005; Chen et
al., 2009; Girin et al., 2009), and backstepping control (Smaoui et al., 2006; Rao and Bone, 2008; Tsai
and Huang, 2008; Carneiro and de Almeida, 2012),
have been extensively applied to address this issue. In
general, to achieve better performance from servo
control of pneumatic cylinders, nonlinear control
strategies are the preferred choice.
Theoretically, the tracking error can be reduced
infinitely through direct strong feedback action.
However, asymptotical tracking cannot be achieved
unless the control law is allowed to be discontinuous
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or some equivalent gains in the control law approach
infinity. Neither way is practical since they will inevitably excite neglected high frequency unmodeled
dynamics (Yao and Tomizuka, 1997). In contrast,
adaptive control uses indirect feedback means, such
as online parameter adaptation, to reduce modeling
uncertainties. Therefore, to achieve better performance, the original direct adaptive robust control
(DARC) (Yao and Tomizuka, 1997), a promising
control strategy integrating the advantages of deterministic robust control (DRC) and adaptive control
(AC), needs to be employed. Experimental tests have
proved that DARC is quite effective for systems with
uncertain nonlinearities and parametric uncertainties
(Yao et al., 2000; Xu and Yao, 2001; Zhu et al., 2008;
Meng et al., 2013a). Nevertheless, during the synthesis of the robust control law applying the recursive
backstepping technology, the solution to the calculable part of the derivative of the intermediate control
law requires a large amount of computation time.
Moreover, the more parameters that are estimated, the
more computation time may be consumed. Among
the studies cited above, one or more expensive proportional valves are used in the valve-controlled
pneumatic cylinder systems for achieving highaccuracy trajectory tracking. However, some studies
of nonlinear servo control of valve-controlled pneumatic cylinder systems have considered the use of
costless on/off solenoid valves. For example, Barth
et al. (2002) provided a method to transform the
non-analytic description of the pulse width modulation (PWM) based control of a pneumatic system into
an analytic model. The combination of sliding mode
control and PWM was then tested. Tracking results
were demonstrated for a sinusoidal trajectory motion
with an amplitude of 25 mm and a payload of 10 kg at
various frequencies from 0.1 to 1.25 Hz. Barth and
Goldfarb (2002) formulated a control design method
for a pneumatic system with a finite number of discrete input values. The proposed control design
method was applied to a pneumatic positioning system consisting of a time-delayed linear time invariant
(LTI) switching system. A sinusoidal trajectory with
an amplitude of 25 mm at different frequencies (0.5, 1,
2, and 3 Hz) was tracked to test the tracking performance. Shen et al. (2006) developed an averaging
approach to describe the equivalent continuous-time
dynamics of a PWM controlled nonlinear system. A
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sliding mode controller was developed based on the
averaged equivalent control canonical form. The peak
tracking errors at various frequencies for a sinusoidal
trajectory with a 20-mm amplitude and a 10-kg payload were all over 10% of the desired signal amplitude. Hodgson et al. (2012) introduced a novel sevenmode sliding mode controller for a pneumatic actuator with four on/off solenoid valves. The proposed
control was successfully implemented in simulations
and experiments. However, there were no data on
robustness in these studies. Nguyen et al. (2007) developed an inexpensive pneumatic motion control
system using only four on/off solenoid valves and a
displacement sensor. A sliding mode control law with
a dead-zone design was implemented, but not in the
form of PWM. A low-amplitude 20-mm sinusoidal
trajectory tracking motion at 0.5 Hz was executed
with an approximate 2-mm peak error. The robustness
was demonstrated by varying the payload for the
experiment from 50% to 400% of its nominal value.
However, although a model’s uncertainty effects can
be overpowered through strong nonlinear robust
feedback, the above nonlinear controllers will suffer
from severe control input chattering. Furthermore,
since these pneumatic systems have large variations
in their parameters, high-accuracy tracking is difficult
to achieve because of a lack of online parameter
adaptation.
In this paper, a pneumatic cylinder controlled by
four costless on/off solenoid valves is considered, and
a modified DARC is proposed to achieve highprecision motion trajectory tracking control for the
pneumatic system.

2 Dynamic models
Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the pneumatic system under consideration, which consists of a
pneumatic cylinder controlled by four on/off solenoid
valves. The solenoid valves, adopting PWM technology, regulate the effective orifice areas through the
PWM duty cycles. To simplify the analysis, some
assumptions (Qian et al., 2012) need to be made. The
pressure in the chamber is assumed to be uniform,
because the pressure spreads with the velocity of
sound. It is assumed that the gas is perfect, which
satisfies the ideal gas law and the law of conservation
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of mass, and that there is no leakage in the chamber or
the connecting tube. The effects of time delay and
attenuation caused by the connecting tubes between
the valve and cylinder are also neglected.

m b ,out

m b,in

m a ,out

m a ,in

efficient, xS is the Stribeck velocity, α is the exponent
for the Stribeck curve, and Fe is the external force
acting on the piston. All these parameters can be estimated or measured by experiments, as described by
Qian et al. (2012). Since the friction model is discontinuous at zero velocity, it may excite the neglected high-frequency dynamics when such a model
is used for friction compensation. So, we need a
smooth approximation model which has the same
characteristics as the friction force model (2) when the
velocity is not in a low region, to represent model (2):

Fˆf  bv x  Af Sf ( x ),
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a pneumatic cylinder controlled by four on/off solenoid valves

(3)

where Af is the amplitude of the Coulomb friction
force and Sf ( x ) is a known smooth function, which
can be chosen as

2.1 Models of a pneumatic cylinder
According to Newton’s second law of motion,
the motion of the piston, as a result of the external
disturbance force, friction, and pressure forces, is as
follows:
Mx  pa Aa  pb Ab  p0 Ar  Ff  F ,

(1)

where x is the piston position, pa, pb, p0 are the absolute pressures, subscripts ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘0’ refer to
chamber A, chamber B, and ambience, respectively,
M is the effective mass of the moving parts, Aa, Ab,
and Ar are the effective piston areas and the crosssectional area of the piston rod, respectively, Ff is the
friction force, and F is the lumped modeling error,
including external disturbances and terms like the
unmodeled friction forces and uncertainties.
The friction force may be modeled as a combination of viscous friction, Coulomb friction, and the
component due to the Stribeck effect. A simplified
model of pneumatic cylinder friction force can be
described by





  F  ( F  F )exp  x / x   sgn( x )+b x,
S
C
S
v

 C

Ff   if x  0,
(2)
 F ,otherwise,
 e


where FS is the stiction force, FC is the dynamic
Coulomb friction level, bv is the viscous friction co-

Sf ( x ) 

2
arctan(1000 x ).
π

(4)

To simplify the design of the controller, the
process of heat transfer between the gas and the cylinder wall is not modeled directly but is contained in
the lumped modeling error. Furthermore, to facilitate
the controller’s simplified design, the gas temperature
inside the chamber is assumed to be constant and
equal to the ambient temperature. According to the
conservation-of-mass equation, the first law of thermodynamics, and the ideal gas law, the differential
equations that describe the thermodynamic process of
gas in a pneumatic cylinder can be expressed as

npiVi nRTi m i 

 Di ,
 p i  
Vi
Vi

T T ,
0
 i

(5)

where i=a or b, n is the polytropic exponent ranging
from 1.0 for an isothermal process to 1.4 for an adiabatic process, R is the universal gas constant, T and p
are the gas temperature and absolute pressure, respectively, inside the chamber, m represents the net
mass flow rate, which is positive while charging the
chamber and negative while discharging to the atmosphere, T0 is the ambient temperature, D is the
lumped modeling error, including external disturbances and terms like the neglected temperature
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dynamics and uncertainties, V is the volume of the
chamber, and subscripts ‘a’ and ‘b’ represent properties of chambers A and B, respectively. Choosing the
origin of the displacement sensor at a position approximately 1.5 mm away from the end of the rodless
chamber, the volume of the chambers can be expressed as
Va  V0a  Aa (0.0015  x),

Vb  V0b  Ab (0.0485  x),

(6)

where V0a and V0b represent the dead volumes of the
rodless chamber and rod chamber, respectively, at the
end of the stroke, including lines and fittings.
2.2 Flow-rate model of an on/off solenoid valve

Due to the use of the on/off solenoid valve with
PWM, the flow rate is discontinuous for valves constantly switching between fully open and fully closed.
The pressure dynamics of Eq. (5) are governed in part
by the mass flow-rate term which, in turn, is influenced by the commanded duty ratio of PWM. The
flow-rate characteristic of an on/off solenoid valve is
represented by the standard ISO 6358, based on the
model of a converging nozzle. The governing equation of the mass flow through the on/off valve port can
be expressed as

pd

C 0 pu T0 Tu  p  b,
u

m  
(7)
2
T0
pd
 pd pu  b 

C 0 pu T 1   1  b  b  p  1,
u
u

where C is the sonic conductance, ρ0 is the density of
air under standard conditions, b is the critical pressure
ratio, pu and Tu are the upstream absolute pressure and
temperature, respectively, and pd is the downstream
absolute pressure.
2.3 System dynamics

Generally, the system is subject to parametric
uncertainties owing to the variation of bv, Af, Fl and
uncertain nonlinearities represented by F , D a , and
D that arise from some model terms due to unb

known model errors and disturbances. Here, uncertain
nonlinearities may be theoretically segmented into
two components, a fast changing part denoted by F0 ,

D a 0 , and D b0 , and a constant part denoted by Fn, Dan,

and Dbn. To employ parameter adaptation to reduce
parametric uncertainties for an improved performance,
the system’s dynamic models can be linearly parametrized in terms of a set of unknown parameters.
Here, we define the unknown parameter set θ=[θ1, θ2,
θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6]T as θ1=M, θ2=Fn, θ3=bv, θ4=Af, θ5=Dan,
and θ6=Dbn, and define a set of state variables as x=[x1,
x2, x3, x4]T=[x, x , pa, pb]T. For simplicity, the following notations are used throughout the paper: ●i is
used for the ith component of the vector ●, the operation ‘≤’ for two vectors is performed in terms of the
corresponding elements of the vectors, and the notations ̂ and  represent the estimate and the estimation error, respectively, of ●. The whole system dynamics can be simply expressed in a state-space form
as

 x1  x2 ,
 x  ( A x  A x  p A )     x
a 3
b 4
0 r
2
3 2
 1 2

 4 Sf ( x2 )  F0 ,

(8)
nAa x2 x3
  nR 
 5  D a0 ,
 x3  V (ma,in T0  m a,out Ta )  V
a
a

nAb x2 x4

nR
  6  D b0 ,
 x4  V (m b,in T0  m b,outTb )  V
b
b

where m a,in and m a,out denote the mass flows entering
and leaving the non-rod chamber, respectively. Similarly, for m b,in and m b,out , as the parametric uncertainties and modeling errors are both bounded and can
be predicted roughly, the following practical assumption is made:
Assumption 1 The extent of parametric uncertainties and uncertain nonlinearities is known, i.e., θΩθ
={θ: θmin≤θ≤θmax}, F (t )  F , D (t )  D ,
0

max

a0

a max

D b0 (t )  Db max , where θmin=[θ1min, θ2min, …, θ6min]T

is the minimum parameter vector, θmax=[θ1max,
θ2max, …, θ6max]T is the maximum parameter vector,
and Fmax, Da max, and Db max are known scalars.

3 Controller design

The main objective of this section is to synthesize a control input u by applying a modified DARC
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to the system, so that x1 tracks the desired trajectory
x1r with a guaranteed transient and steady-state
tracking. First, a rate-limited projection type should
be used to perform the adaptation process, as described below.
3.1 Rate-limited projection type adaptation law

To separate completely robust control law design and parameter estimator design, in addition to the
use of the projection type parameter adaptation law, it
is necessary to preset a limit on the adaptation rate for
a controlled estimation process (Yao, 2003). Hence,
the parameter estimate θ̂ can be updated using the
following rate-limited projection type adaptation law
with a preset adaptation rate limit θM :

θˆ  sat θM  Projθˆ ( Γτ )  ,

(9)

where sat θM () is a saturation function, τ is the estimation function, Γ is a positive definite diagonal
adaptation rate matrix, and Projθˆ ( Γτ ) is a simple
discontinuous projection mapping defined
Projθˆ ()  [Projˆ (1 ),   , Projˆ (6 )] T, where
1

by

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
θ (t )  Ωθ  θ : θmin  θ  θmax t ,
 T 1
θ  Γ Projθˆ ( Γτ )  τ   0 τ ,

 ˆ(t )i  Mi , i  1, 2, , 6 t.






(12)

Thus, estimator design and robust control law
design can be separated completely.
3.2 Modified DARC controller design
To facilitate the design of the control law, a
switching schema consisting of three operation modes
for the solenoid valve-controlled pneumatic cylinder
system (Fig. 1) is defined as follows:
Mode 1: u>0 denotes that chamber A fills and
chamber B exhausts.
Mode 2: u<0 denotes that chamber A exhausts
and chamber B fills.
Mode 3: u=0 denotes that chambers A and B are
both closed.
As the system model uncertainties are unmatched, a recursive backstepping design procedure
was adopted to synthesize a DARC law.
3.2.1 Step 1

6

Define a switching-function-like quantity as
0, if ˆi  ˆi max and i  0,

Projˆ (i )   or ˆi  ˆi min and i  0,
i
 ,
otherwise,
 i
i=1, 2, …, 6.

(10)

The saturation function mentioned in Eq. (9) is defined as
i ,
i  Mi ,
i=1, 2, …, 6. (11)
satM ()i  
Mi sgn(i ), i  Mi ,

where θM is the preset adaptation rate limit.
Yao and Tomizuka (1994; 1997) showed that
with the above-mentioned adaptation law structure,
the parameter estimates always stay within a known
bounded region and the parameter adaptation rate is
uniformly bounded for any estimation function. According to Yao and Palmer (2002), all the guaranteed
properties can be expressed as follows:

e2  e1  k1e1  x2  x2eq , x2eq  x1r  k1e1 ,

(13)

where e1=x1−x1r is the output trajectory tracking error,
k1 is any positive feedback gain, and x1r is the reference trajectory to be tracked by x1. Making e2 small or
converge to zero is equivalent to making e1 small or
converge to zero, since the transfer function G(s)=
1/(s+k1) from e2 to e1 is stable. Hence, the objective of
this design is to make e2 as small as possible with a
guaranteed transient performance.
Differentiating Eq. (13) and combining with the
second equation of Eq. (8), the result appears as

1e2  Aa x3  Ab x4  p0 Ar   2  3 x2   4 Sf ( x2 )
1 x2eq  F0 .

(14)

Define a positive semi-definite function
1
V2  1r2 e22 ,
2

(15)
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where r2 is a positive weighting factor. Differentiating
Eq. (15) and combining with Eq. (14) lead to
V2  r2 e2 ( Aa x3  Ab x4  p0 Ar   2  3 x2   4 Sf ( x2 )
 x  F ).
(16)
1 2eq

of Fpds2 without affecting the functionality of the
adaptive control part Fpda.
To meet the above constraint conditions, Fpds2
can be chosen as
Fpds2   h22 (t )e2 (4 2 ),

0

Define the output pressure force as Fp=Aax3−
Abx4−p0Ar. Construct the desired output pressure force
Fpd for the virtual control input Fp and give the adaptation function τ2 in the form as given in Eq. (17),
such that the tracking error converges to zero or a
small value with a guaranteed transient performance.
The desired output pressure force Fpd and the
adaptation function τ2 are given by
 Fpd  Fpda  Fpds ,
F  F  F ,
pds1
pds2
 pds

ˆ
ˆ
 Fpda   2  3 x2  ˆ4 Sf ( x2 )  ˆ1 x2eq ,
 F  k e , k  0,
2 2
2
 pds1
τ 2  r2 φ2 e2 ,

where h2(t) can be any known bounding function
satisfying
h2 (t )  φ2T θmax  θmin  Fmax .

(17)

(21)

Substituting the first inequality of Eq. (19) into
Eq. (18), we obtain
V2  r2 e2 e3  r2 k2 e22  r2 2 .

(22)

3.2.2 Step 2
In step 1, as seen from inequality (22), if e3 is
equal to zero and V2 converges to zero, then e2 will
exponentially converge to the ball zone {e2(∞): e2(∞)

where function Fpda is an adaptive control part used to
achieve improved model compensation through
online parameter adaptation. Function Fpds, as a robust control law, is composed of two parts, Fpds1,
stabilizing the nominal system term, and Fpds2, the
nonlinear robust feedback term synthesized later. φ2 is
a vector given by φ2  [ x2eq ,1,  x2 ,  Sf ( x2 ),0,0]T .
Denote the virtual control input discrepancy as
e3=Fp−Fpd. Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16), then
V2  r2 e2 e3  r2 k2 e22  r2 e2 ( Fpds2  φ2T θ  F0 ), (18)
where the nonlinear robust feedback term Fpds2 is used
to attenuate the effects of the last two terms inside the
brackets of Eq. (18) for a guaranteed robust performance (Meng et al., 2013b), which must be chosen to
satisfy the following constraint conditions:
T 
e2 ( Fpds2  φ2 θ  F0 )   2 ,

e2 Fpds2  0,

(20)

(19)

where ε2 is the boundary layer thickness, which can be
an arbitrarily small positive value. The second condition of Eq. (19) is to ensure the natural dissipation

  2 / k2 }. The size of e2 can be made arbitrarily
small by adjusting the controller parameter ε2 and the
feedback gain k2. Certainly, the final tracking errors e1
and e2 will both be bounded. Therefore, the goal of
step 2 is to synthesize a control function QLd such that
e3 may converge to zero or a small value with a
guaranteed transient performance.
According to Eqs. (8) and (17), the dynamics of
e3 are
e3 

Aa nR(m a,in T0  m a,outTa )
Va



Ab nR(m b,in T0  m b,outTb )
Vb

nAa2 x2 x3 nAb2 x2 x4

 Aa5  Ab 6  Aa D a 0
Va
Vb
 A D  F .



b

b0

pd

(23)

In the original DARC (Yao and Tomizuka, 1997),
the derivative of the intermediate control law consists
of two parts: the calculable part and the incalculable
part. The calculable part can be used in the control
function design, while the incalculable part, on account of various uncertainties, needs to be dealt
with by robust feedback later. In this case, the derivative of the desired output pressure force Fpd can be
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subdivided into two parts: the incalculable part
Fpd 
Fpdu  
x2 and the calculable part Fpdc 
x2

Fpd

Fpd  Fpd Fpd ˆ
θ. As seen from the
xˆ2 

x1
x2
t
θˆ
equation of the calculable part, the solution procedure
of the calculable part Fpdc needs quite a bit of comx2 

putation time. Moreover, the more parameters that are
estimated, the more computation time may be consumed. The Kalman filter is an optimal recursive
estimation algorithm equipped with high computational efficiency. To optimize the control algorithm, a
Kalman filter is introduced to predict Fpd without
affecting the effectiveness of the DARC strategy. The
detailed solution is presented in the following.
Choose a positive semi-definite function
1
1
V3  1r2 e22  r3 e32 ,
2
2

(24)

the parameter estimates θ̂5 and θ̂6 updated via the
rate-limited projection type adaptation law. QLds1 is
the proportional feedback of e3 for stabilizing the
nominal system, QLds2 is used to dominate the model
uncertainties, and φ3 is a vector given by φ3=[0, 0, 0, 0,
Aa, −Ab]T.
Suppose that the discrepancy between QL and
QLd is non-existent, as the inaccuracy of the mass
flow rate model described above is lumped into the
modeling error. Then, substituting Eq. (26) into
Eq. (25) yields
V3  V2  r2 e2 e3  r3 k3 e32  r3 e3 (QLds2  φ3T θ
 A D  A D ).
a

a0

b

(27)

b0

Similar to Eq. (19), as a nonlinear robust control
function, QLds2 needs to satisfy the following two
constraint conditions for dominating all model
uncertainties:

where r3 is a positive weighting factor. Differentiating
Eq. (24) and combining with Eqs. (18) and (23) yield

e3 (QLds2  φ3T θ  Aa D a 0  Ab D b0 )   3 ,

e3QLds2  0.

V3  V2  r3 e3 QL  nAa2 x2 x3 / Va  nAb2 x2 x4 / Vb

Also, to meet the above constraint conditions,
QLds2 can be given by

 Aa5  Ab 6  Aa D a 0  Ab D b0  Fpd  ,

(25)

QLds2  h32 (t )e3 / (4 3 ),

where the new virtual control input is
QL 

Aa nR(m a,inT0  m a,out Ta )
Va



Ab nR (m b,in T0  m b,out Tb )
Vb

.

Based on a similar consideration of Eq. (17), the
desired air mass flow rate QLd for the new virtual
control input QL is constructed in the following form:
QLd  QLda  QLds , QLds  QLds1  QLds2 ,

2
2
QLda  e2 r2 / r3  nAa x2 x3 / Va  nAb x2 x4 / Vb

 Aaˆ5  Abˆ6  Fpd ,

(26)



Q
k
e
,
3 3
 Lds1
τ  τ 2  r3 φ3e3 ,


where k3 is the feedback gain, which is a constant.
QLda is used for adjustable model compensation with

(28)

(29)

where h3 (t )  φ3T θmax  θmin  Aa Da max  Ab Db max .
Substituting the first condition of Eq. (19) and
the first condition of Eq. (28) into Eq. (27) gives
V3  r2 k2 e22  r3 k3e32  r2 2  r3 3   KV3   , (30)

where K=min{2k2/θ1, 2k3} and ε=r2ε2+r3ε3. After
solving the differential equation (30), we obtain
V3 (t )  exp( Kt )V3 (0)   [1  exp( Kt )] / K . (31)
Thus, the error vector e=[e2, e3]T is bounded above.
Therefore, e2 and e3 will exponentially converge to
some balls whose sizes are dominated by r2, r3, ε2, ε3.
So, output tracking error e1 will also be ultimately
bounded.
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3.2.3 Step 3
Since the desired air mass flow rate QLd has been
calculated, the fully open virtual control input can be
expressed as follows:

QL,F

 Aa nRT0 m A,in Ab nRTb m B,out

, QLd  0,

Va
Vb


(32)
 Aa nRTa m A,out  Ab nRT0 m B,in , Q  0,
Ld

Va
Vb


where m A, and m B, are the mass flows of the
non-rod chamber and rod chamber, respectively,
when the relevant on/off solenoid valve opens fully.
Thus, the duty cycle commands of the on/off
solenoid valves can be obtained by
u(a,in;b,out )

u(a,in;b,out )


u(a,in;b,out )

u(a,in;b,out )


u(a,in;b,out )

 1, u(a ,out ;b,in )  0,

if QLd  0, QL,F  0,

 sat(QLd / QL ), u(a ,out ;b,in )  0,
if QLd  0, QL,F  0,
 0, u(a ,out ;b,in )  0,

if QLd  0,

(33)

 0, u(a ,out ;b,in )  sat( QLd / QL ),
if QLd  0, QL,F  0,
 0, u(a ,out ;b,in )  1, if QLd  0, QL,F  0,

where u; denotes the duty cycle of the specific
on/off solenoid valve. For example, ua,in represents
the duty cycle of the on/off solenoid valve responsible
for charging the non-rod chamber.
The flow characteristics of on/off solenoid
valves with 60-Hz frequency have been determined
under different duty cycles (Qian et al., 2014). Thus,
the relationship between the PWM signal’s duty cycle
and control law can be obtained (Fig. 2). In addition,
since the four on/off solenoid valves come from the
same batch, their flow characteristics are roughly the
same (Qian et al., 2014).
Remark 1 Since the original system has a dimensionality of four, there are 1D internal dynamics. This
means that there are infinite possibilities for pa and pb
to synthesize a desired output pressure force Fp=
Aapa−Abpb−Arp0. At present, a rigorous proof of the
internal dynamics has not been given. However, experimental results (pressures in both chambers are
bounded) suggest that the internal dynamics are
stable.

Fig. 2 The relationship between the duty cycle and the
control law

4 Kalman filter design

In a motion trajectory tracking system, velocity
feedback and acceleration feedback can be introduced
into the control loop to improve control performance.
Usually, velocity and acceleration are indirectly obtained through the displacement signal from a displacement sensor. Nevertheless, since the measured
displacement signal is noisy, directly differentiating
this signal causes severe noise amplification. Thus,
the objective signal is submerged in the noise.
Therefore, direct use of the differential method is
inappropriate here.
Conventional digital low-pass filters can be used
to obtain relatively smooth velocity and acceleration
signals. However, some time delay will inevitably be
introduced, possibly bringing instability for a realtime control system. So, a conventional digital lowpass filter is not appropriate.
High performance motion control systems are
strict, with real-time capability. An alternative and
high computationally efficient solution is to apply a
Kalman filter algorithm, which is an optimal recursive estimation algorithm. The Kalman filter is essentially a set of mathematical equations implementing a predictor-corrector type estimator which is
optimal in the sense that it minimizes the estimated
error covariance when some presumed conditions are
met (Welch and Bishop, 2001). Usually, it is employed for online filtering, especially in real-time
tracking control systems.
Due to the low mobility of the tracked target
signal, the model assumes constant acceleration between sampling times. The canonical discrete state
description of the system model can be stated as
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 X [k  1]  Ad X [k ]  Wd w[k ],

 z[k ]  H d X [k ]  v[k ],

(34)

where z is the measurement. For motion states,
1 Ts
 x[k ]



X [k ]= v[k ]  , Ad = 0 1
0 0
 a[k ]


Ts2 / 2 
Ts2 / 2 



Ts  , Wd =  Ts  ,
 1 
1 



Hd=[1 0 0];

where K denotes the Kalman gain matrices, Rd=R.

5 Implementation and results

5.1 Experimental apparatus

with respect to the derivative of the intermediate
control law (the desired output pressure force),
 Fpd [k ]
T 2 / 2
1 Ts 
X [k ]= 
, Ad = 
, Wd =  s

 , Hd=[1 0].

0 1 
 Fpd [k ]
 Ts 
The random variables w and v represent the process
and measurement noises, respectively. Both are white
noises whose covariances Q and R can be chosen
empirically.
The Kalman filter estimates a process using a
form of feedback control; i.e., the filter estimates the
process state at some time and then obtains feedback
in the form of (noisy) measurements. As such, the
complete set of the corresponding discrete Kalman
filter formulation consists of time update equations
and measurement update equations. The time update
equations are responsible for projecting forward (in
time) the current state and error covariance estimates
to obtain the a priori estimates for the next time step.
The measurement update equations are responsible
for the feedback, i.e., for incorporating a new measurement into the a priori estimate to obtain an improved a posteriori estimate (Welch and Bishop,
2001). The time update equations are also called
prediction equations, shown as
 xˆ (k | k  1)  Ad xˆ (k  1),

T
T
 P (k | k  1)  Ad P (k  1) Ad +Wd QWd ,

 K (k )  P (k | k  1) H dT [ H d P (k | k  1) H dT  Rd ]1 ,

 xˆ (k )  xˆ (k | k  1)  K ( k )[ z ( k )  H d Ad xˆ (k  1)],

T
 P (k )  [ I  K ( k ) H d ]P (k | k  1)[ I  K ( k ) H d ] (36)

 K ( k ) Rd K T ( k ),


(35)

where P represents the error covariance matrices. The
measurement update equations, also known as the
corrector equations, are given by

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
modified DARC, an experimental apparatus was set
up. A schematic diagram of the solenoid valvecontrolled pneumatic cylinder system is given in
Fig. 3. The actuator pneumatic cylinder (FESTO
AND-100-50-A-P-A-S11) was controlled by on/off
valves (FESTO MHE3-MS1H-3/2G-1/8-K, configured as a two-way valve). Pressures in the tank and
both chambers were measured by three pressure
sensors (Huba 511.930003741). The position data of
the piston movement were obtained by a resistance
type linear position sensor (NOVOTECHNIK
LWH75). Velocity and acceleration were both estimated by the Kalman filter as described in the previous section. The data acquire card (NI PCI-6251)
acquired all the signals of the above-mentioned sensors. A circuit board with a four-channel PWM drive
circuit was developed for the synchronous updates of
four duty cycles. Here, the frequency of PWM waves
was set to 60 Hz. The control algorithm was realized
by computer and the sampling period was 4 ms. The
main model parameters of the system were: Aa=
7.854×10−3 m2, Ab=7.54×10−3 m2, bv=3500 N·s/m,
V0a=5.036×10−5 m3, V0b=2.916×10−5 m3, C=8.373×
10−9 m3/(s·Pa), b=0.18561, L=0.05 m, n=1.2, R=287
N·m/(kg·K), Ts=283.15 K, ps=6×105 Pa, and p0=
1.01325×105 Pa. The nominal values of the system
model’s uncertain parameters were set as θ1=0.9389
kg, θ2=0 N, θ3=3500 N·s/m, θ4=100 N, θ5=0 Pa/s,
θ6=0 Pa/s. The bounds of the uncertain parameters
were selected as θmin=[0.5, −10, 2000, −50, −20,
−20]T and θmax=[5, 10, 5000, 200, 20, 20]T. For online
updating of the uncertain parameters, the diagonal
adaptation rate matrix was chosen as Γ=diag(0.2, 300,
2000, 500, 100, 100) and the preset adaptation rate
limit was set as θM =[50, 500, 2000, 100, 50, 50]T.
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The proposed modified controller parameters for the
experimental implementation after trial-and-error
were k1=65, k2=6700, k3=50, h2=10, h3=100, ε2=0.05,
ε3=250. The weighting factors r2 and r3 were set as 1
and 0.1, respectively. In addition, the covariances Q
and R of the random variables w and v, respectively, in
the above Kalman filter were Q=3100 and R=0.0001.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus

about 0.43 mm or 2.4% of the input signal amplitude,
and the average tracking error was 0.19 mm (Fig. 4).
These values are relatively small compared with those
in most other studies, especially for a system controlled with solenoid on/off valves. However, due to
the existence of friction and low stiffness in the initial
stage, there are some considerable errors at the beginning. During the whole operating process, the
control pressures of both chambers were bounded
(Fig. 6), which suggests the internal dynamics were
stable. Fig. 7 shows the online parameter estimates of
the entire 0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory tracking process with the modified DARC. Apparently, the estimates of parameters were all convergent and can stay
around some constant values. Since the reference
trajectory does not always satisfy the persistent exciting (PE) condition, the parameter estimates may
converge slowly when the reference trajectory velocity is close to zero. The control input of the proposed
modified DARC for tracking the 0.75 Hz sinusoidal
trajectory is presented in Fig. 8. Compared with the

To evaluate the trajectory tracking performance,
the following two performance indices were used:
1. Ep=maxlast 3T{e1}, the absolute value of the
peak tracking error during the last three periods,
was used as an index evaluating the final tracking
performance.
1 Te
e12 dt , the root-mean-square
3T Te 3T
value of the tracking error during the last three periods, was used as an index evaluating the average
tracking performance, where T and Te represent the
reference trajectory signal period and the entire
tracking time, respectively.

2. Erms 

Fig. 4 Tracking results of the modified DARC for a 0.5 Hz
sinusoidal trajectory

5.2 Sinusoidal trajectory tracking
To verify the tracking performance of the proposed controller in the solenoid valve-controlled
pneumatic cylinder system, a set of experiments
tracking sinusoidal trajectories was first conducted.
Figs. 4 and 5 show experimental results from adopting the proposed modified DARC for tracking sinusoidal trajectories with an amplitude of 17.5 mm and
frequencies of 0.5 and 0.75 Hz, respectively. Table 1
shows the detailed results of tracking reference trajectories with the modified DARC in terms of performance indices. The final tracking peak error was

Fig. 5 Tracking results of the modified DARC for a 0.75 Hz
sinusoidal trajectory
Table 1 Experimental results for the modified DARC
in terms of performance indices
M (kg)
1.05
1.05
2.18
1.05

Trajectory (mm)
17.5sin(πt)
17.5sin(1.5πt)
17.5sin(πt)
Smooth square

Ep (mm)
0.42
0.53
0.45
0.38

Erms (mm)
0.19
0.23
0.20
0.16
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θ̂3

θ̂4

θ̂1

θ̂2

Fig. 6 Chamber pressures for tracking a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory with the modified DARC

results of Carneiro and de Almeida (2012), the control
signal input chattering was within the acceptable
range, especially as we were using solenoid on/off
valves.
For comparison with the modified DARC, the
original DARC without any retuning of the parameters was employed to track the same reference trajectory as in Fig. 5. The experimental results were
presented in Figs. 9 and 10, and the tracking errors in
terms of performance indices were 0.52 and 0.23 mm,
respectively. Whether considering the final tracking
performance or the average tracking performance, the
modified DARC was no less favorable compared with
the original DARC. The boundedness of both chamber pressures (Fig. 10) once again suggests that the
internal dynamics were stable.

θ̂5

θ̂6

Fig. 9 Tracking results of DARC for a 0.75 Hz sinusoidal
trajectory

Fig. 7 Parameter estimation for a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory with the modified DARC

u

Fig. 10 Chamber pressures for tracking a 0.75 Hz sinusoidal trajectory with the DARC

Fig. 8 Control input for a 0.75 Hz sinusoidal trajectory
with the modified DARC

In addition, a set of experiments was performed
in which the derivative of the intermediate control law
Fod was obtained from direct differentiation of the
desired output pressure force. Fig. 11 shows the corresponding experimental results for tracking the same
reference trajectory as in Fig. 4. Clearly, since directly
differentiating the intermediate control law resulted
in quite noisy data under the same conditions, the
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θ̂2

θ̂3

θ̂4

system appeared to be subject to quite severe chattering. In comparison with Fig. 11, Fig. 4 illustrates
that the proposed modified DARC is effective.

θ̂1
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Fig. 11 Tracking results of the DARC (direct differentiation of the intermediate control law) for a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory

Fig. 13 Tracking error of the modified DARC for a 0.5 Hz
smooth square trajectory

θ̂6

5.4 Robustness tests
To test the robustness of the proposed controller
when faced with payload changes or a sudden disturbance, related experiments were conducted without any controller retuning. The tracking error of a
0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory with an additional
1.136 kg load is shown in Fig. 15 and the experimental results in terms of performance indices are
shown in Table 1. Owing to the use of online parameter adaptation (Fig. 16), the proposed controller can
cope well with payload changes. Fig. 17 shows the
experimental results of tracking a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal
trajectory with a sudden disturbance. A sudden disturbing force (about 30 N) was added to the moving
parts at t=7.6 s, enhanced (up to 80 N) at t=9.8 s,
and completely removed at t=11.9 s. Apparently, the

e (mm)

e (mm)

Fig. 12 Smooth square trajectory

Fig. 14 Parameter estimation for a 0.5 Hz smooth square
trajectory with the modified DARC

x (mm)

xr (m/s2)

xr (m/s)

xr (mm)

To test the proposed controller’s positioning
performance, an experiment involving tracking a
smooth square instead of a square wave (Fig. 12) was
performed. Since the reference trajectory was not
persistently exciting, a constraint that the parameters
were updated only when the velocity of the desired
trajectory was over 0.001 m/s was set. The final
tracking error was Ep=0.38 mm, and the average
tracking error Erms=0.16 mm (Fig. 13). The process of
parameter estimation is shown in Fig. 14.

θ̂5

5.3 Smooth square tracking

Fig. 15 Tracking results of the modified DARC for a 0.5 Hz
sinusoidal trajectory with an additional 1.136 kg load
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θ̂2
θ̂6

θ̂5

θ̂3

θ̂4

θ̂1

sudden disturbance had no effect on the tracking
performance, except for the transient spikes when the
disturbing force changed abruptly. This shows that the
proposed controller is robust to sudden disturbances.

Fig. 16 Parameter estimation of the modified DARC for a
0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory with an additional 1.136 kg
load

Fig. 17 Tracking error of the modified DARC for a 0.5 Hz
sinusoidal trajectory with a disturbance

6 Conclusions

A modified DARC controller was developed for
achieving high-precision motion trajectory tracking
control of a pneumatic cylinder driven by four costless on/off solenoid valves with PWM. The controller
presented consists of two main parts: a gradient type
online adaptation for obtaining accurate estimates of
unknown model parameters, and a robust control law
for weakening the effects of unmodeled dynamics,

disturbances, and parameter estimation errors. Kalman filters are employed to predict not only the derivative of the intermediate control law, but also velocity and acceleration. Thus, the process of solving
the calculable part from the derivative of the intermediate control law in the original DARC strategy
can be removed and the control algorithm can be
simplified. Because of unmatched model uncertainties, recursive backstepping technology is applied. By
using discontinuous projection mapping, the parameter adaptation law and the robust control law can be
synthesized simultaneously. Experimental results
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
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